Hartshill Medical Centre
Patient Participation Group
Meeting on 7/2/14
Those Present:
Malcolm Woodward - Patient, Chairman
Kay Webster - Patient - Secretary
Sandra Alderton -Patient
Bill Alderton - Patient
Graham Bailey - Patient
John Salmon - Patient
Lesley Bailey - Senior Receptionist
Alison Challinor - Practice Manager
Dr Peake - Registrar
Dr Nayiager - Partner

	Apologies: Janet Salmon


	The Minutes of the meeting on 8th October 2013 were confirmed as a true record by Sandra and seconded by Bill Alderton.


	Matters Arising:


    Item 4: Three members of the Landlord 's Team arrived to observe the problems regarding parking outside the entrance to the Centre and drivers continuing to exit the site via the entrances. The Practice is awaiting more information regarding their proposals of additional signage and extra bollards. Kay confirmed that she has written a piece in the last Residents' Newsletter asking patients to observe the correct procedures for exiting the carpark.

    Item 6: Malcolm has read the leaflet regarding CQC Working Well with Patient Groups and we will discuss this at the next meeting.






	Patients' Survey -November 2013.


    There were over 170 responses to this. Discussion took place on the Practice's responses to patients' comments.
 
    Question 1: The Waiting Room. 
    a. Toys and books could not be provided due to infection control guidelines.           
    b. Provide Magazines and T.V.: Again, magazines have not been provided to reduce the risk of cross infection.  The practice are currently looking into the possibility of one TV screen for Health Education, but so far no help from the I.T. provider on this.   
      To enable easier viewing of the screens, moving screens could be done but it would be easier to move the chairs.
    c. Provision of cold water machine: the litter and possible mess from this would be considerable. Reception Staff will give cold water to anyone who requests this.
     Generally all patients found the new waiting room comfortable and commented very favourably on the new premises.
 
    Question 2: Privacy in the Reception Area.
  While the Practice takes the need for privacy very seriously it is not practical to make inaudible patients' conversations with each other in the waiting room. However it should be possible to specify a gap between a patient at Reception and those in the queue behind.

   Question 3: Facilities for private discussion with the receptionist:
   A majority of patients completing the survey did not know these were available, possibly because they hadn't needed them. It was decided to put a small sign in the Reception area.


   Question 4: Awareness of a separate breast feeding/baby changing room.
   Fewer patients in the sample knew of this facility but it was felt that patients would ask if they needed it and that the present signage was sufficient.



  Question 5: Music in the Waiting Room.
  The music has now been changed to another local station, Signal 2 and the volume reduced.  This is proving to be popular.

  Question 6: Access for disabled patients and visitors: patients made a number of suggestions including:
	Putting posters on the outside of the Automatic Doors so that they were clearly marked as such. 
	More High chairs for the Waiting Room – this would be considered when other chairs needed replacing.

There should be a possibility of mobile phone reminders for appointments.
	The siting of the barrier cannot be changed.

  Question 7 and 8: Happy to be seen by a Registrar.
  It was very pleasing that most respondents were happy to be seen by a Registrar or a medical student prior to a G.P. There was some discussion on whether the consulting rooms were big enough.  The rooms comply with training guidelines and it was accepted therefore, that they were.

  Comments and suggestions made: these are written in the discussion document.
  In relation to the last comment - the practice is aware that another lady doctor would balance the team and is considered when recruitment takes place. However the next Registrar joining the Practice in August will be female.

   5: Practice Manager's Report.

	Developments regarding the car park were previously discussed.


	A and E Project: The Project initiated by the CCG in conjunction with UHNS for GP practices to provide 2 appointments every day to be used by possible patients from A and E. 92% of Practices are taking part including Hartshill Medical Centre. This is to ensure that patients who do not need A&E have a more suitable place to be directed to, hopefully the burden on A& E will be reduced.  


  c. CQC will be visiting Dr. Suchak in his new role as Senior Partner following the retirement of Doctor Dent.
   d. Text Appointment reminders will be available again very soon.


   6: A.O.B. : Malcolm congratulated the Practice on being 8th in the list of the top 100 North Staffordshire surgeries recently published in the Sentinel.

Date and Time of Next Meeting: 30th April, Wed. 2.00 p.m.




